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Soundstore: New Visibility and
Control over a Growing Retail
Operation with SAP® Business One
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Executive overview

Company
Soundstore

Company

Industry
Retail – consumer electronics and appliances

Vision
Why SAP
Benefits

Products and Services
Kitchen appliances, computer products, and home
entertainment systems
Web Site
www.soundstore.ie
SAP® Solutions
SAP® Business One application
Partner
Intelligent Information Systems (www.iisystems.net)

A major source of consumer electronics and appliances for the residents of southern
Ireland, Soundstore grew with the boom that lifted the country in the early 2000s.
Its homegrown business system was incapable of scaling to meet its needs, so
Soundstore took its requirements to SAP partner Intelligent Information Systems.
The result: a smooth implementation of the SAP® Business One application, and
new visibility into and control over the company for Soundstore’s management.
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Established in 1995, Soundstore is now one of
southern Ireland’s leading electrical and computer
retailers. The company has six stores specializing
in products for the consumer market. It is the first
port of call for people throughout the region seeking
kitchen appliances, computer products, or home
entertainment systems.

Retail stores throughout
southern Ireland

In 2007 Soundstore opened a dedicated 80,000square-foot distribution center in Munster, allowing
the company to more efficiently manage its stock
across all stores.
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Neither was there much faith placed in the inventory
information being produced by the system, a crucial
factor in the successful operation of Soundstore’s
business. Management’s total reliance on one individual who had written and now maintained the
business system placed serious limitations on its
use and any potential development of the system.

With Soundstore’s six outlets and a centralized
distribution center in place, it became apparent to
management that they needed greater visibility
and control over this complex operation. In 2008,
Soundstore decided it was time to seek a solution.
“The system we had in place served us fine for a
while, but it had reached the end of its life in that we
could not scale up any further,” says John O’Brien,
operations manager for Soundstore.

Accordingly, Soundstore went into the marketplace
looking for a solution that would provide enhanced
visibility into its operations, streamline its processes,
provide efficient reporting and superior inventory
control, and integrate the company’s disparate
business functions.

Beyond the lack of scalability, there was a general
lack of confidence in the reporting tools, as well as
no certainty in the information being provided to
management by the company’s business software.
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The Soundstore management team reviewed the
available packages and whittled down the options
to two enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems,
one of which was the SAP Business One application. Their decision to go with SAP Business One
was influenced heavily not only by the application’s
worldwide recognition as a trusted solution but also
by its competitive pricing.
Soundstore engaged SAP partner Intelligent Information Systems (IIS), recommended to them by an
existing IIS customer, and an instant rapport developed. Based on the facts, figures, and also the feasibility of the partner relationship it formed with IIS,
Soundstore made the decision to implement SAP
Business One.

“We choose SAP Business One because we felt it was the best fit
for us. It was a fully integrated system, it was scalable, and it was
recognized worldwide as a trusted solution.”
John O’Brien, Operations Manager, Soundstore
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Soundstore

Gaining an integrated view,
from sales to shipping
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Vision

Since implementing SAP Business One, Soundstore
has gained the confidence it requires in the information it collects and disseminates regarding inventory
and its whole process flow.

Why SAP

CMP17620 (12/04)

Benefits

SAP Business One now provides Soundstore with the
integrated view of operations that it needs. Management is confident in the company’s accounting and
has visibility into the entire process flow throughout
the business, from sales to shipping. Managers now
have the capability to readily produce reports that
provide them with accurate, timely information. The
company has achieved complete and efficient inventory control and warehouse management. Efficiency
has increased across the organization.

“Our stock variance has been reduced, our confidence in our
reporting has increased, and the total number of person-hours
required has been reduced. This has to be good for our business.”
John O’Brien, Operations Manager, Soundstore
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